Dear Mr President:

I am concerned about unreasonable searches. You have complained that reasonable discovery by Mueller and the FBI for crimes which obviously occurred is unwarranted all while the Pence election panel, ICE, the DOJ and the Army have all undertaken broad fishing expeditions in clear violation of the fourth amendment. This pattern of abusing discovery looking for crimes you hope occurred rather than any for which there is reasonable suspicion began more than a year and a half ago with a request for all voter rolls from Pence and has continued with a presumption of fraud by ICE for citizens delivered by midwives along the border, DOJ demands for documentation from sanctuary cities, broad voting record requests from North Carolina again by ICE and most recently email has come to light of the Army combing through records of those it has tried to dismiss from the MAVNI program. In most cases the courts have ended up blocking these actions but the intent to use laws to harass opponents is corrosive.

Please assure me that you will order that MANVI recruits not be harassed.

I am very proud to be a US resident and a large part of that derives from the rule of law.

Sincerely,

Eric Babson